
The glory days of needing to buy the
latest smartphone could be over

An image of an iPhone is on display in the background as a customer (left) is helped at the Apple store in Brooklyn, New York,

January 3, 2019. Apple's shocking warning that its Chinese sales are weakening ratcheted up concerns about the world's second-

largest economy and weighed heavily on global stock markets. Photo: Mary Altaffer/AP 

NEW YORK, New York — Giant tech company Apple has been selling fewer of its popular

iPhones. The company recently announced that it expects that trend to continue. Behind this

surprising news lies a sobering truth, the tech industry has hit what is called Peak Smartphone.

Everyone who can afford a smartphone already owns one. At the same time, there are no major

new breakthroughs inspiring phone owners to upgrade as frequently as they once did.

Some manufacturers have boosted prices to keep profits higher. However, Apple's shortfall

highlights the limits of that approach. The company said demand for iPhones is waning and

earnings for the last quarter of 2018 will fall well below projections.
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After Apple's announcement, the value of its shares fell 10 percent. The drop was the company's

worst stock price loss since 2013. Overall, Apple lost $74.6 billion in market value. 

And it's not just Apple that is feeling the heat.

Smaller Cellphone Improvements These Days

Demand has been weak for all brands. Samsung, long the leading seller of smartphones, has

been hit even harder than Apple. Its phone shipments dropped 8 percent during the 12 months

that ended in September.

The smartphone industry is entering a challenging period. Today, there is far less opportunity for

growth than there once was.

Tech innovations in cellphones grew by leaps and bounds earlier in the 2010s. Every year, there

were big improvements in screen size, screen resolution, battery life, cameras and processor

speed.

However, innovation began to slow around 2014. While phones kept improving, the

improvements were relatively minor. They were not enough to make people want to buy a new

phone.

On average, Apple customers now upgrade to a new phone only every 33 months. Three years

ago, Apple customers typically bought a new smartphone every 24 or 25 months.

Fewer Smartphones Are Being Sold In China

Apple's problems are in large part due to a steep drop in iPhone sales in China. Apple's $1,000

iPhone is a tough sell to Chinese consumers worried about China's current economic slump.

Chinese shoppers also have a wide choice of cheaper Chinese smartphones.

The fact that even Apple's iPhone is suffering confirms a larger trend for all major smartphone

makers. After a steady rise for a decade, worldwide smartphone shipments decreased for the first

time in 2018. 

It doesn't help that top phones come with four-digit price tags: $1,100 for the iPhone XS Max and

$1,000 for Samsung's Galaxy Note 9. The top-end Max model sells for $1,450 in the United

States.

Phones are getting more and more expensive while offering fewer and fewer useful new features,

said Zachary Pardes, a tech-savvy 31-year-old in Connecticut. "I'll upgrade when the battery

stops working. When I'm forced to buy a new phone, I'll buy a new phone."

Vivian Yang, a manager at a Beijing technology company, also believes smartphone prices have

gotten too high. "Nobody needs such a phone," she said.
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Is 5G The Next Got-To-Have-It Feature?

Technology market analyst Ramon Llamas said sales might begin growing again in 2021 or

2022, when people's current phones start to die. "People will still replace their phones. It's going

to happen eventually," he said.

However, there is no clear way to push sales growth to levels seen in the past.

Foldable smartphones could build some excitement. Their screens unfold like a wallet to increase

display size. However, they are expensive and not due out until at least the end of the year.

Another thing that might kick-start growth is 5G, the next generation of cellphone service, which is

currently in development. The new 5G is expected to be faster and more reliable than the current

4G network. The first 5G compatible phones are due out this year. They could prove to be

tempting to consumers eager for an improved smartphone experience.

However, it will be years before 5G service is widely available. For that reason, this year's new

5G smartphones are not likely to be much in demand.

Glory Days Of Growth

Analysts say smartphone makers need to push into under-served areas like Africa. In addition,

they say, companies should focus on selling more services such as cloud storage and streaming

music. Cloud storage is when things are not stored on a computer. They are uploaded to a remote

cloud storage system.

"By no means is this the end of the smartphone market," Llamas said. However, the glory days of

nonstop growth appear to be over.
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Quiz

1 Which statement is a CENTRAL idea of the article?

(A) Problems with service in different areas are affecting smartphone sales.

(B) Past improvements to smartphones included screen size and battery life.

(C) Slowing innovation has caused people to buy new smartphones less often.

(D) Smartphone company Apple recently had its worst stock price loss since 2013.

2 Which sentence from the article would be MOST important to include in a summary of the article?

(A) Some manufacturers have boosted prices to keep profits higher.

(B) Chinese shoppers also have a wide choice of cheaper Chinese smartphones.

(C) After a steady rise for a decade, worldwide smartphone shipments decreased for

the first time in 2018.

(D) Another thing that might kick-start growth is 5G, the next generation of cellphone

service, which is currently in development.

3 Tthe author of the article claims that the high cost of smartphones is contributing to slowing sales.

How does the author support this claim?

(A) by explaining that cheaper models of smartphones are still selling well

(B) by quoting the prices of top models and the opinions of tech experts

(C) by predicting when smartphone sales might begin increasing again

(D) by indicating that demand for free smartphone services is still high
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4 A student claims that foldable smartphones and 5G service will boost smartphone sales to the same

levels they were in the past.

Does the student have enough evidence to make this claim? Why or why not?

(A) Yes; the author demonstrates that consumers in under-served areas who have not

bought smartphones will want to have these items.

(B) Yes; the author provides a quote from Ramon Llamas predicting that people will

have to replace their phones in the next three years.

(C) No; the author explains that these features are in development but that they will

make no significant difference in smartphone function.

(D) No; the author suggests there might be some excitement about these features but

offers no evidence that it will be enough to drive up sales.
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Answer Key

1 Which statement is a CENTRAL idea of the article?

(A) Problems with service in different areas are affecting smartphone sales.

(B) Past improvements to smartphones included screen size and battery life.

(C) Slowing innovation has caused people to buy new smartphones less

often.

(D) Smartphone company Apple recently had its worst stock price loss since 2013.

2 Which sentence from the article would be MOST important to include in a summary of the article?

(A) Some manufacturers have boosted prices to keep profits higher.

(B) Chinese shoppers also have a wide choice of cheaper Chinese smartphones.

(C) After a steady rise for a decade, worldwide smartphone shipments

decreased for the first time in 2018.

(D) Another thing that might kick-start growth is 5G, the next generation of cellphone

service, which is currently in development.

3 Tthe author of the article claims that the high cost of smartphones is contributing to slowing sales.

How does the author support this claim?

(A) by explaining that cheaper models of smartphones are still selling well

(B) by quoting the prices of top models and the opinions of tech experts

(C) by predicting when smartphone sales might begin increasing again

(D) by indicating that demand for free smartphone services is still high
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4 A student claims that foldable smartphones and 5G service will boost smartphone sales to the same

levels they were in the past.

Does the student have enough evidence to make this claim? Why or why not?

(A) Yes; the author demonstrates that consumers in under-served areas who have not

bought smartphones will want to have these items.

(B) Yes; the author provides a quote from Ramon Llamas predicting that people will

have to replace their phones in the next three years.

(C) No; the author explains that these features are in development but that they will

make no significant difference in smartphone function.

(D) No; the author suggests there might be some excitement about these

features but offers no evidence that it will be enough to drive up sales.
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